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Message from
the Chairman

A

s 2021 draws to a close, I am

have a lot of work to do yet, and it will

UK Border Innovation Hub and the UK

pleased to present to all our

take a lot more collaboration between

Border Vision Advisory Group to turn

members and readers edition 7

government and industry to make it a

vision into reality.

reality. Krum Garkov, Chief Executive at

of Border Management Today.

Turning to trade and customs,

EU LISA and a good friend to IBMATA,

Shanker Singham sets out his vision for

for the border industry, and we at

gives us his own unique insight on data

simplification of customs procedures

IBMATA have continued to struggle

driven border transformation in Europe

through “a single click” to keep up

to stage events in the ongoing wake

and how things are changing there as

with ever increasing advances in the

of COVID and the consequential

technology continues to pervade EU

on-line purchase and order sector, and

disruption to international travel. Our

border controls.

how a “digital trader service” could

This has been another difficult year

We could not let this edition pass

best laid plans to run summits in Asia

become a reality. Mark Pegler discusses

and Europe were thwarted by ongoing

without reporting on the global

latest initiatives at the World Customs

outbreaks of the pandemic. This in turn

migration crisis, which continues

Organisation (WCO) on how Customs

meant that we found it hard to find

unabated. My good friend Rob Bonner –

Agencies might manage the ever-

a venue that was COVID safe, which

former Commissioner at US CBP – gives

increasing flows of e-commerce across

would enable our speakers, sponsors,

us his unique insight of the challenges

international borders. And Monique

and delegates to travel.

of managing record numbers of arrivals

Hawkins makes the case on behalf of

at the US Border. Back in the UK, a week

the “3 million” (now the “6 million) EU

be able to stage our Europe Summit

has hardly passed all year without me

nationals that - despite all the technology

in Brussels on 8 – 10 November. I’m

being asked to comment on the growing

and digital credentials - government

not sure whether it was the quality of

migrant crisis in the English Channel,

should not overlook the value of a

our programme or simply the burning

where 27 people sadly lost their lives on

physical token to verify identity and

desire of our members to break free

24 November. We cover both issues in

entitlement.

of lockdown and meet up in person

this edition and propose some solutions

rather than online - but either way I am

which will require international

that 2022 might be better for us all.

pleased to report that the event was a

collaboration on border management –

We intend to kick off the year with a

massive success, and has been heralded

something we at IBMATA have preached

“hybrid” members meeting n 14 January

by many of our followers as our best yet.

from the outset.

in London, followed by international

We were therefore delighted to finally

As an eternal optimist, I am hopeful

On behalf of the IBMATA team I would

Andy Smith from SITA reminds

like to thank all our speakers, delegates,

us that international travel can only

in Dubai. With other events planned

and sponsors for battling their way

fully resume when we find a way

for London in May and Singapore in

through the maze of vaccination checks,

to build a COVID credential into our

September, we are hoping that we will

PCR tests and antigen tests for making

future border systems – something

make further inroads into this cursed

the effort to attend. It was pretty clear

that technology can fix but (sadly)

COVID pandemic – variants, omnicron,

from the buzz in the room - and in the

has failed to deliver, due in no small

and all – and resume the IBMATA family

margins - that everyone who made it to

measure to the absence of common

gatherings that we all know and love.

Brussels had a thoroughly enjoyable and

standards between countries on how

Meanwhile happy reading – and

worthwhile time, which was of course

to implement it. We also carry pieces

hoping for a Merry Christmas and

our ambition.

from Jon Payne and Carl Gohringer on

Prosperous New Year for all our

advances in remote identity verification

members and followers.

In this edition of BMT we take a

events, starting as early as 15 – 17 March

look back at the Brussels event, with a

and facial recognition which should –

thorough review of the programme by

if implemented properly – enable us

our conference Director, Martyn Hill.

to move towards seamless (and even

We also report back on the findings

contactless) international borders.

of our pre-conference workshop on

Having recently welcomed US CBP

Chairperson at International Border

the “drive-through” border. Can we

to our fold we continue to promote

Management and Technologies Association

do it? Yes, we can, was the resounding

international collaboration on this, and

result from our experts. Although we

we are actively involved in both the

Tony Smith

Tony Smith CBE,
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FEATURE
By Robert C. Bonner

America’s
Border
Crisis

N

Unfortunately, this crisis – and

I also believe that term is an

will be partisan. Nor is anything

especially its causes – are not well

appropriate one, because we are

I say intended to be partisan. I

understood. If you rely only on the

speaking not of legal migrants, not

am not a politician, I have never been,

media or listen to the political rhetoric

of persons entering lawfully on a

and I do not intend to become one now.

from either side of the aisle, you are not

visa through our authorized ports of

othing I will say in this article

going to have a very good idea of what

entry – there are 44 on the Mexican

controlling and securing its borders is

the problem is or how to fix it. However,

border1 – but because these individuals

not, in my mind, a partisan issue. It is an

at its crux, the crisis involves an

have entered the U.S. by crossing

extraordinarily important policy issue

extraordinary, unprecedented increase

between the ports of entry, which is a

which requires a strategy and making

in the number of “illegal aliens” crossing

crime under federal law punishable

choices rather than standing by while

the Southwest Border into the United

by imprisonment for up to one year2.

problems compound. And I believe the

States.

In short, they have entered illegally,

The issue of the United States

policy issue is a no brainer: America, as

Let me pause, as I have used the term

and are therefore appropriately

a sovereign nation, should control its

“illegal aliens” which some may say is

characterized as “illegal aliens” under

borders like every other nation on earth

not politically correct; that I should call

existing laws.

that is able to do so.

them undocumented aliens, migrants,

Let me discuss what is happening

Before proceeding further, let me

or the even broader noncitizens

define a few additional terms to better

at our border and then touch on what

currently used by some federal agencies.

understand the data. Individuals –

strategies are needed to control it

While I don’t want to get caught up in

illegal aliens crossing our borders – are

effectively. There is a crisis at our border,

terminology, it is worth noting that the

broken down into three categories:

- - and “crisis,” which is defined as “a

U.S Immigration and Nationality Act

Single adults, unaccompanied

time of intense difficulty or trouble when

(INA) itself refers to people that are

minors (under 18) and “FMUA” – CBP

important decisions need to be made,” is

not U.S. citizens, green card holders,

shorthand for “family units,” which

unquestionably an appropriate term to

or visa holders who cross our border

means a parent with one or more

apply to what is happening there.

unlawfully as “illegal aliens”.

minor children.

1  If an American citizen entered the U.S. at other than an official port of entry/crossing point, he or she would also be in violation of U.S. law. If an American who is in Mexico
wishes to return the U.S., the only way to do so legally is to enter through one of the 44 official POEs of the United States, and to do otherwise may result in an arrest or a fine.
2 In practice, prosecution is typically reserved for illegal reentrants who have crossed or attempted to do so multiple times and the coyotes assisting them. This is due to limited
prosecutive resources given the high volume of illegal crossers.
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Figure 1:
U.S. Border Patrol Apprehensions at the Southwest Border for Fiscal Year 2021
Month

Single
Adults

UC / Single

FMUA

Minors

Total

AN UPWARD
TRAJECTORY
The U.S. federal government

OCT

59,711

4,634

4,687

69,032

NOV

60,522

4,172

4,475

69,169

DEC

62,041

4,248

4,852

71,141

of FY 2021, the U.S. Border Patrol

JAN

62,562

7,066

5,688

75,316

had apprehended more than 1.6

FEB

69,091

19,289

9,263

97,643

MAR

97,089

53,411

18,716

169,216

APR

108,502

48,297

16,900

173,699

MAY

117,960

40,816

13,878

172,654

JUN

113,521

50,106

15,022

178,649

the pre-COVID era, booked) because

JUL

105,405

76,572

18,681

200,658

they crossed the Southwest Border

AUG

98,123

79,899

18,492

196,514

of the U.S. illegally, in violation of

SEP

108,758

62,577

14,180

185,515

Total

1,063,285

451,087

144,834

1,659,206

operates on a Fiscal Year (FY) that
ends on September 30. At the close

million illegal aliens. Each of these
individuals apprehended by the
Patrol, an operational arm of U.S.
Customs and Border Protection,
was apprehended (and, at least in

Section 1325 of Title 8 of the United
States Code.

and its 20,000 agents have always

from 69,000 in October 2020 to

context. It seems like a very large

had a difficult job, but it is nearly

almost 200,000 in August 2021.

number. And it is. This means that

impossible to imagine even a much

In fact, apprehensions were over

during FY 2021, the Border Patrol

larger organization keeping up with

200,000 in July 2021, reaching the

made nearly 4,000 apprehensions

this level of activity.

highest number of apprehensions

Let me put this number into

a day, on average, and almost 200

Even more concerning are the

by the U.S. Border Patrol in one

illegal aliens crossed the border

trend lines. As you can see in Figure

month that I can ever remember,

every hour. The Border Patrol

2, monthly apprehensions increased

by far. In just three months, from
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July to September, nearly 600,000

crisis” in FY 2019, which was heavily

males, often in search of seasonal

illegal aliens were apprehended after

covered by the U.S. media and set a

work. However, the trend has

having crossed the U.S. border. Unless

new record for the decade. But the

increasingly shifted toward families

something is done soon to stem the

total for 2019 was only about half of

and minors crossing the U.S. border

flow of illegal migrants, the number

what it was for the year just past, FY

illegally.3

of illegal aliens will annualize out at

2021. We have not seen a number

over 2.4 million this fiscal year, FY

above 1 million at any point over the

2022.

past decade, until FY 2021 that ended

Figure 3 captures total U.S. Border

this September.

WHY IS THIS A PROBLEM?
At this point it is worth pointing
out some of the basic challenges here.

Patrol apprehensions going back 10

What is even most concerning is

years. From about 2005 the numbers

the shift in those who are making the

those who have worked around these

began to steadily fall as the number

journey to the border, among them

issues for decades, illegal immigration

of Border Patrol agents increased,

increasing numbers of families, i.e.,

is a complex issue where sound policy

with the organization doubling in size

an adult with a tender aged child. In

often takes a back seat to politics or

due to a decision by President George

August 2021, for instance, the Patrol

even emotion. So, what makes these

W. Bush in 2005, as well as increased

apprehended 196,514 illegal aliens at

trends so concerning?

funding from Congress. By the end of

the Southwest Border. Just over half

the last decade, we were, in fact, on

of those apprehended were either

above, the United States is a sovereign

the verge of gaining actual, honest-to

members of family units (79,889) or

nation with a right – and most citizens

goodness control of our border.

unaccompanied children (18,492)

would say – a duty, to control its

traveling by themselves (or in the

borders and who comes across them.

Border Patrol apprehensions, while

company of organized crime groups).

Skyrocketing apprehension numbers

moving up in FY 2014, remains

Traditionally many of those crossing

have stretched this country’s ability

relatively steady until the “border

our border have been single adult

to not only control its border but even

As Figure 3 shows, the number of

While much of this is self-evident to

First and foremost, as I pointed out

3 The number of apprehensions of single adults is not the number of different individuals apprehended. Many single adults are apprehended two, sometimes three times.
However, since March 2021, virtually all family units and unaccompanied minors are not the same people, because all of them are allowed to remain in the U.S. Currently, family
units are not even being detained pending asylum claim processing and the unaccompanied minors, mostly teenagers, are turned over to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services until a relative agrees to take them, usually within a week or two after their surrender to the Border Patrol.
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to account for who is crossing at the

lack of accountability at the border can

death made the U.S. news, an untold

most basic level. During the summer

and does cause significant problems

number of individuals have lost their

of 2021, the numbers of those crossing

domestically – something which U.S.

lives en route to the United States and

illegally climbed so high that many such

lawmakers have so far proven unable

many more will continue to do so as long

individuals were not even processed

to address on a lasting and meaningful

as the flow across the border continues

appropriately (or in some cases, at

level.

unchecked. And while everyone is

Finally, there is a serious human cost to

all). And while the majority of illegal

vulnerable, these new trends put
children especially at risk.

aliens are probably not threats to public

these arrivals that stretches for hundreds

safety or national security, when the

and sometimes thousands of miles

country is not able to properly account

across the Americas. Many illegal aliens

for each person crossing the border, it

pay thousands of U.S. dollars – often a

represents an eye-opening vulnerability.

family’s entire savings – to enlist the aid

truth is that America has lost control

Most policymakers, if they could put

of organized criminal groups known as

of its southern border with Mexico.

politics aside, would admit that a pace

“Alien Smuggling Organizations” (ASOs).

The Border Patrol apprehensions tell

of arrivals that outstrips our ability to

Unscrupulous and with little regard

us a lot about what is going on at the

process them is a serious problem that

for their “clients,” the ASOs not only

border, but the damage goes further,

needs to be addressed.

profit off of desperation at the border,

and that data does not tell us how

but directly fuel the flow of crossers

many “gotaways” evaded Border Patrol

of illegal aliens entering the United

through their robust recruiting efforts

apprehensions. Based on my experience,

States stretch resources at every level,

in the Northern Triangle countries of

during times when Border Patrol Agents

from the Border Patrol to the federal

El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras,

must care for large numbers of family

immigration docket to law enforcement

the primary sending countries in FY

units, including very young children,

and school and health systems. While

2021. Usually with the aid of ASOs, many

they are pulled away from the line and

this article is not meant to delve into

aliens cross the Rio Grande River or

smugglers get a greater percentage of

the full realm of domestic immigration

the treacherous terrain of the Sonoran

illegal aliens through and around the

policy, it should be sufficient to note that

Desert, and while only the occasional

Border Patrol. A significant number

Secondly, unprecedented numbers

CAUSES
Unfortunately, at this point the simple
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of these are aliens who have been

ASOs have historically used and likely

reasons for the huge numbers of

previously deported, removed or have

are continuing to use “rent-a-child,”

illegal aliens that we are seeing are:

criminal records, to say nothing of

with children in Central America

the illegal drugs and contraband that

exploited by both smugglers and those

make their way across the border when

who want a lesser smuggling fee and

agents are overwhelmed with family

assurance that they will get into the

units and no place to put them.

1.

The perception that our border
is open, especially to anyone
arriving with a minor child.

2.

The end of the Migration

U.S. These incentives, combined with

protection protocols (MPP), or

While the pull factors that lead to

ASO recruiting, economic instability in

what is otherwise known as

illegal migration are complex, a huge

the Northern Triangle, and the draw to

the Remain in Mexico policy, in

draw here is the fact that families with

join family already in the United States,

February 2021.

children – or unaccompanied children

have combined to create a snowball

on their own – are extremely unlikely

effect at the Southwestern Border

government not to accept

to be removed and the vast majority go

– one that we are not prepared to

family units denied entry

on to remain in the country, with data

address, and which will require

under Title 42’s health

from U.S. Immigration and Customs

a serious look at our policies and

Enforcement demonstrating a 3.8%

immigration laws.

removal rate for this population.4 As
a result, parents and other family
members are incentivized to travel

5

WHAT CAN THE U.S. DO?
What else do you need to know to

3.

The decision of the Mexican

authority in March of this year.
If you illegally cross the border
but have a minor child with you
and claim asylum, you are virtually
guaranteed entry into the U.S. This

with a child, while those who are

make sense of the numbers? Let me

has been almost a certainty since

unrelated also seek to exploit this state

offer a couple of things. While I have

March 2021, though it has been

of affairs. In fact, by extrapolating

noted that the push and pull factors

trending that way for quite some

from DNA testing done by ICE and the

fueling migration are complex, there

time, fueling the problems I mention

Border Patrol back in 2019, it appears

are several that the United States can

above. Yes, a person may have

that as much as 15% of the time, the

directly control, starting with our

crossed the border illegally, but if he

person claiming to be the parent is not

asylum system.

or she has a minor with them, that

the parent of the child. We know that
4

In 2021, the most significant

person will be given an Notice to

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement FY 2020 Enforcement and Removal Operations Report (ice.gov) See pp. 21-22.

5 Some ASOs reportedly charge $10,000 for a single adult, but only $5,000 for those bringing a child. Why? Because smugglers do not have to use coyotes with their “clients” to
get around the Border Patrol. Instead, they drop a family unit off at the banks of the Rio Grande on the U.S. side with no risk and guaranteed entry into the U.S.
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you into the U.S. if you bring a
child,” they are being truthful.
However, when someone in the U.S.
government says “the U.S. border is
closed,” they are not believed abroad,
because everyone paying attention
to the process has learned that this is
not true.
As a public servant, I have worked
in and around these border issues
for much of my career, and for most
of it, policymakers on both sides of
the aisle could still have a reasonable
discussion based on common
information. However, that has been
changing for some time now, and the
whole immigration issue has become
Appear (NTA), or what some cynically

attempt a dangerous and unregulated

way too political. All I ask is: let’s

refer to as “a notice to disappear” – in

journey north, while smugglers

examine and try to understand the

short, released and sent on their way.

exploit U.S. asylum laws. And they

facts at hand. And let’s make wise

will continue to do so until Congress

policy choices based on those facts.

This is not true of single adults.
Most of them are detained pending

fixes them. It is not a wall that we

asylum adjudication proceedings. As

need, or not much more of one, but a

a result: They don’t claim asylum.

fix for our broken asylum system.

They just want the smugglers – who

MR. ROBERT BONNER is a former
United States District Judge, former

HOW, YOU ASK? FOUR
ACTIONS WOULD RESTORE
CONTROL OF THE U.S. BORDER
OVERNIGHT. THEY ARE:

they have paid good money to – to
get them past the Border Patrol.
And since under Title 42 they are
just returned to the starting line
in Mexico, just across our border,

1.

Administrator of the Drug Enforcement
Administration, and former
Commissioner of Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), where he served from

Requiring an asylum claimant

2001 to 2005. In this role, Mr. Bonner

these “gotaways” are free to try

to make his/her claim at an

led efforts to address post-9/11 threats

repeatedly until they make it through

official Port of Entry (POE).

without damaging the U.S. and global

– which is much more likely when

Providing for the certainty of

economies, pioneering the use of

the Patrol is occupied with nearly

2.

detention in temporary but

advanced electronic information and

100,000 family units and children

humane settings until asylum

automated risk assessment as counter-

a month. Unfortunately, the effect

claims are resolved, including

terrorism tools and creating the National

of the Title 42 exclusions rolled out

detention of family units

Targeting Center (NTC), Container

under the previous administration

together.

Security Initiative (CSI) and Customs-

Dramatically speeding up the

Trade Partnership Against Terrorism

not been better border control; it has

asylum resolution process,

(C-TPAT). He also expanded automated

been a return to the old “catch and

so cases are adjudicated in a

risk-assessment systems for passengers

release” practice that we have seen

timely fashion and detention,

and cargo and was the driving force

for 20 years, with arrivals from both

ideally, is only necessary for a

behind many international efforts to

groups exacerbating the situation in

matter of a few weeks.

adapt customs policies to the post-9/11

Making a maximal diplomatic

era. Mr. Bonner graduated magna cum

effort to enter into a Safe Third

laude with a B.A. from the University

agreement with Mexico.

of Maryland and holds a JD from

and continuing on into this one has

turn.
At this point, I have discussed the
changing migration landscape at the
Southwest Border, as well as some
of the key factors fueling what is
undoubtedly a crisis.
Current incentives drive Central
American families and children to

3.

4.

A FEW CLOSING
THOUGHTS

Georgetown University. He is a member
of the California and D.C. Bars.

When the smugglers say to a
Central American “We can get
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FEATURE
By Tony Smith CBE

Cross channel
collaboration is
the only way to
stop human smuggling
and save lives

I

There’s been a pressure to emigrate from mainland Europe

measures to secure the UK Border, the human smugglers have

to Britain for many years. I was in the Border Force (or

resorted to ever more dangerous tactics.

of asylum seekers in 2002. The vast majority were coming

pushing migrants onto boats — and shooting those who don’t

across on passenger ferries, without any documents, and

follow through — because they are desperate to maintain their

claiming asylum.

income. In some ways it is a new phenomenon. The Channel

llegal immigration from France is not a new phenomenon.

Immigration Service as it was then) when we saw a large influx

We couldn’t cope. They were camping on the beaches in

The problem is that in the face of growing enforcement

Today, the threat has moved into the Channel, with smugglers

was not a popular route for migrants in my day. But it is still

Dover. The operation around it meant acquiring huge swathes

just another loophole that needs to be bolted shut. If we take

of property across Kent to accommodate them as well as

a similar approach to the Channel that we did with trains and

tripling the Home Office budget to process them. Most never

ferries, this acute crisis can be in large part solved.

went back, regardless of the merits of their claim.
The situation only came under control when Britain and

Britain and France have a huge range of border security
assets available to identify, intercept, arrest and detain people

France concluded the Treaty of Le Touquet, which enabled our

on either side of the border, and to return them safely and

officers to check documents on the French side, and vice versa.

securely whence they came. We could simultaneously gather

Then they came on the trains — not just as passengers but
also as stowaways. Some lost their lives falling off the underside
of moving trains, so we put our officers in Lille, Paris and

valuable intelligence from sharing information about those
involved in the criminal gangs behind the smuggling.
This would of course require a new political agreement and a

Brussels to stop them there. But still the smugglers persevered,

dedicated line of effort on both sides. It would require changes

fuelled by a growing supply of migrants who were able to

in legislation, policy, and governance, and there will likely be a

enter the EU via it’s porous external border and move between

financial requirement.

countries within the borderless Schengen zone.
We saw people breaking into the ports of Calais and Dunkirk

Such changes need to be made by politicians on both sides of
the border, and not the operational agencies who have to work

to jump onto lorries in a desperate attempt to cross to Dover.

within the constraints of current legislation. But operationally,

We dealt with that firstly by agreeing with France that we

it can be done.

could place UK search teams in those ports — and thereafter to

The Border Force is ready to accept new powers and act

invest heavily in port security in and around them to keep the

swiftly. If political leaders on both sides of the channel fail to

migrants out.

collaborate on a joint solution as they have in the past, however,
the numbers and deaths will only grow.
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EVENT
By Martyn Hill

IBMATA back
on the road
finally!

W

e were pleased to

COVID our association is growing -

SMART borders programme – both

finally host our IBMATA

and that we are becoming a global

in Eastern Europe and between the

Border Management

body where increasing numbers

United Kingdom and the European

and Technologies Summit Europe

of international experts from both

Union following Brexit. We were

conference and exhibition in

public and private sector alike want

pleased to have Diane Sabatino

Brussels, Belgium on the 8th – 10th

to be part of it.

- the Deputy Executive Assistant

In planning our international

November 2021.

Commissioner for the Office of Field

With international in-person

events we have always tried to

Operations at the U.S. Customs and

events being restricted or banned

ensure that we discuss current

Border Protection - present with

since March 2020, it was great to

and future border management

her colleagues, who were able to

meet with all our IBMATA members,

challenges from across the sector,

give practical examples of how they

as well as other international

with an emphasis on promoting

manage a similar situation at the U.S.

participants from across Europe and

global best practice in the sector.

– Canadian border.

North America.

This was clearly apparent at our

The outputs of the workshop groups

pre-event workshop, where we

are set out on page 19, providing

all our expectations, returning our

discussed the possibility of seamless

readers with expert insights into

largest European audience we have

“drive through” borders to support

the challenges raised by passenger

seen since IBMATA was formed

the implementation of major projects

vehicles presenting at land borders,

in 2017. This shows that despite

at the EU external borders under the

and how they might be addressed.

Our event in Brussels exceeded
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IBMATA BORDER
MANAGEMENT AND
TECHNOLOGIES
SUMMIT EUROPE 2021

Given the many changes happening to European borders
currently with the EES and ETIAS being implemented by
EU LISA, new requirements on the movement of people
and goods at the UK – EU border after Brexit, the growth in
irregular migration and human smuggling across Europe,
and the expansion of freeports, our event had to cover many
key relevant topics over a 2-day conference.

This was instantly followed by a open panel discussion
moderated by Chris Millar, CEO of Gatekeeper Security
Solutions, discussing digital seamless borders, and how
technology can assist with creating seamless travel. After
the recent global pandemic there is an urgent requirement
to create seamless and touchless borders to allow for safer
travel, and this will push governments into implementing
these programs sooner rather than later. This panel was
augmented by Philippe Van Triel, policy officer at the EU
Commission, Krum Garkov, and Jon Keefe, Director of Public
Affairs at the Getlink group which manages Eurotunnel
operations at the UK / France border.

We started with an opening address by Krum Garkov,
Executive Director or EU-LISA, who is at the forefront of
implementing EES and Smart Borders across Europe. He
outlined the challenges being faced as well as providing a
roadmap of where Europe should be in a few years with
regards to smart seamless borders.
We were pleased to welcome Diane Sabatino, Deputy
Executive Assistant Commissioner from US Customs and
Border Protection ((CBP) who delivered a keynote speech on
latest developments in biometric entry / exit systems at US
airports.
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IBMATA BORDER
MANAGEMENT AND
TECHNOLOGIES
SUMMIT EUROPE 2021

After lunch Lolade Onabalu, Senior Director for the Future
Borders and Immigration System (FBIS) at the UK Home
Office, discussed the passenger journey at the UK Border and
the steps needed to at each stage of the process to create ease
of travel for the passenger.

The rest of the morning session focussed on trusted
identity and document verification (IDV) in a panel
discussion hosted by Gordon Wilson VP at WorldReach
Software, an Entrust company. During the panel Diane was
joined by Matt Heath from UK Visas and Immigration.

This was followed by a presentation from Professor James
Ferryman from Reading University who discussed all the
research being conducted in biometrics at the border and the
key outcomes from the EU PROTECT biometrics border project.

This was swiftly followed by an interactive panel
discussion hosted by Jeff Lennon of Vision-Box, which
discussed digital seamless border with a focus on air
passengers. Louise Cole from IATA discussed the IATA travel
pass that would allow passengers to show their boarding
passes and health documents on one app allowing for easy

To wrap up day one of the conference the topic turned

of travel, alongside Nick Dawes from the UK Home Office

to border enforcement where Chris Brown from Basis

and Keichi Ueda from Nippon Airways. This panel showed

Technology explained how matching the right name to the

an insight into what the future of the passenger travel might

right person is critical in government targeting programs,

look like, and just how much things will change in the

and how their software is assisting border agencies in

coming years for air passengers.

diferent countries.
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TECHNOLOGIES
SUMMIT EUROPE 2021

This was followed by a passionate presentation from Nick
Fowler, Deputy Director and Head of International at the
UK Border Force who explained his mission and challenges
faced in stopping organised crime reaching the UK. Following
the recent tragedy where 37 migrants from Vietnam died in
the back of a refrigerated lorry who were smuggled into the
UK, a key focus for the UK Border Force has been to track the
organised crime groups before they reach the UK.

This was followed by a presentation by Dominic
Kampman from Bureau van Dijk, who provided a
demonstration of their solution that identifies individuals
who may be on watch lists and how this can be linked to
shipments to help assist with stopping organised crime.

Day one finished with a panel discussion hosted by Andy Smith
from SITA discussing targeting and API/PNR programs that are
helping governments and law enforcement agencies identify
individuals before they reach their final destination. Andy was
joined by Nick Fowler, Christine Bradley from UNDOC, and
Marcel Veul from the Royal Netherlands Marechausee.
Day two started with an open discussion focussing on
customs and trade facilitation. This was moderated by Lars
Karlsson, Global Head of Trade and Customs Consulting
at Maersk who was joined by Gordon Wright from DHL
Express, Frank Heijman from Dutch Customs and Phuntso
Dhorji from the World Customs Organisation. The panel
discussed the current challenges with the shipment of goods
and compliance of the regulations not just after Brexit, but

The agenda then shifted to freezones and freeports, with

globally. The global supply chain of goods has been severely

the UK looking to create freeports around the UK to help

affected by COVID, which has caused huge problems in re-

facilitate trade into the United Kingdom. Richard Gutsell

opening world economies.

and Jon Drever from Atklins gave our participants an
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insight to what is being done in across UK ports to create
freeports and ports of the future. Richard then hosted
a panel discussion which included Shanker Singham,
Director of the Institute of Economic Affairs; Nolan
Gray from Tees Valley Combined Authority; and Philippe
Deauvergne, CEO of the Luxembourg High Security
Hub outlining how a freezone has been establishedin
Luxembourg.

The event finished with an overview from Matthew Pullen
IOM, who outlined the migration routes across Europe and
current focussed of the IOM to assist nations with large
numbers of migrants travelling through Europe.
Our next Border Management and Technologies Summit
conference and exhibition will next take place in Dubai,
UAE on 14 – 16 March 2022. We hope to see you there.

The final afternoon of the event discussed identity
management of migrants crossing Europe. This started
with a presentation from Alex de Voet from Accenture who
discussed how the border is changing and the five trends
being seen post COVID at global borders.
The conference heard from Heiko Werner, the Head of
Security Group at the German Federal Office for Migration
and Refugees, who outlined how Germany processes
migrants and refugees and the challenges they have faced in
recent years.
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FEATURE

DRIVE THROUGH
BORDERS:
Fiction or reality?

O

There are concerns that the

n 8 November 2021, an

vehicles. Similar concerns apply at the

expert group comprising of

implementation of the EU Entry /

UK external border following Brexit,

public and private sector

Exit System (EES) and the European

with the ending of free movement

experts came together at the IBMATA

Travel Information and Authorisation

of EU / EEA passport holders and the

(Europe) Summit in Brussels to

System (ETIAS) at the EU external

introduction of a UK “Electronic Travel

answer a series of questions about

borders – scheduled for 2023 – will lead

Authority” (ETA) for non-visa visitors

the “drive through border”.

to significant delays for passengers,

(including EU visitors) arriving from

particularly those travelling in

continental Europe by rail or ferry.
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DRIVE THROUGH
BORDERS: FICTION
OR REALITY?

already pre-registered and submitted

What technology is available

Vehicles have their own

to facilitate this form of travel,

the necessary data (biometric, travel

identification attributes (registration

without compromising security and

document, entitlement, vehicle

numbers etc). Governments already

compliance? What examples of best

information) in advance from those

have registration systems for vehicles

practice could be drawn upon at other

who have not.

which can link them to the registered

In assessing the automated option,

borders facing similar challenges,

owner. Automated Number Plate

such as North America? And how

countries need to compare the

Recognition (ANPR) systems are

could government and industry work

traditional border inspections model

already in use by ports and carriers, so

together to develop practical solutions

with the automated model. On the plus

it should be easy to register vehicles.

to maintain free flowing traffic across

side, the automated model provides

It should also be possible to register

their borders whilst simultaneously

a more person-centric risk-based

passengers against a vehicle to create

implementing these new programmes?

approach to travellers compared with

a dataset of both, recognising that on

In a workshop lasting for over 3

the current model. On the minus side,

some vessels passengers may leave

hours, experts considered a series

the required footprint / physical space

their vehicles en route and choose

of questions. Here is their collective

may not be available at many legacy

to walk off rather than drive off.

response to the challenges raised.

land border ports of entry, and the

The drive through border should be

absence of a physical inspection could

easier to implement at the juxtaposed

lose valuable behavioural detection

controls between the UK and France

capabilities. Could identification be

where vehicles, passengers and even

paired with travel history in order

COVID credentials are all uploaded

to spot anomalous behaviour? While

in advance. These could be shared

identity can be verified via a non-

with the Border Agencies. In some

stop process, traveller intent likely

cases, there will be a need for off-site

cannot be. Implementing major

pre-registration of biometrics prior to

changes to process and/or travel flow

travel (notably fingerprints). Coaches

(including new roadworks) could

and buses continue to pose difficulties,

make the border less efficient in the

and demand either the presence of an

short term. Questions remain about

officer “on board” or the offloading

simultaneously tracking cargo in

of passengers to pass through a

vehicles, and the ability of technology

manual inspection post and then

to clear buses and coaches carrying

reboard. There will still be a need for

multiple passengers across borders.

officer presence to identify potential

1. HOW CAN DRIVERS AND
PASSENGERS CROSSING
LAND BORDERS (INCLUDING
JUXTAPOSED CONTROLS)
ESTABLISH THEIR
NATIONALITY, IDENTITY,
AND ENTITLEMENT TO ENTER
WITHOUT STOPPING AT A
BOOTH TO PRESENT THEIR
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS TO A
BORDER CONTROL OFFICER?
WHAT ARE THE PROS AND
CONS WHEN COMPARED WITH
THE EXISTING MODEL?
The rapid digitization of identity

concealments in vehicles, although

credentials is allowing passengers to
assert their identity more securely
and earlier in the travel process.
For example, The “US CBP One
app” enables land/vehicle arrivals
at the Mexican border to submit a
photograph to link (via 1:1 face match)
with existing CBP records for previous
visitors (although not for first time
arrivals.) UKBF is also looking to
develop Proof of Concepts (POCs)
to test automated border concepts.
IEMI technology can be used with
smartphone and GPS connectivity
to transmit data to Border Agencies
prior to arrival. For the system to
work, countries need to segment
traffic between those who have

2. HOW CAN VEHICLES
(PASSENGER CARS,
MOTORCYCLES, MINIVANS,
TRUCKS) BE PREREGISTERED ONTO A
DATABASE AND RECOGNISED
ELECTRONICALLY AS
THEY CROSS THE BORDER?
HOW CAN THE PEOPLE
TRAVELLING IN THE VEHICLE
BE LINKED TO THE VEHICLE
ELECTRONICALLY? HOW
DO WE KNOW THERE ARE
NO PEOPLE IN THE VEHICLE
THAT ARE NOT ALREADY PREREGISTERED / RECOGNISED BY
THE BORDER AGENCY?

these could be offset by “weighing”
the vehicle and recording a standard
weight for registered passengers and
bags, which could be compared against
the actual weight of the vehicle at the
crossing point.

3. WHAT QUALIFICATIONS ARE
NEEDED TO ENABLE PEOPLE
IN VEHICLES TO USE THE
“DRIVE THROUGH BORDER”
LANES? WOULD IT BE OPEN TO
ALL NATIONALITIES OR ONLY
CERTAIN COHORTS (EG OWN
NATIONALS, PRE-REGISTERED
FOREIGN NATIONALS)? HOW
WOULD THE APPLICATION /
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REGISTRATION PROCESS WORK
IN PRACTICE?
It is hard to see how one solution
would fit all countries. Sharing
personal information between
countries is difficult. Advance
notification of an intended visit
to another country is an essential
ingredient. The “drive through”
border might be restricted to
those countries issuing Biometric
Passports, so that passport and
identity data can be shared digitally
with Border Agencies prior to travel.
Implementation would be a “step
by step “process – learn as you go –
although we need to start developing
trials now, to avoid long queues later.
It may not be possible to put new
drive through technology into existing
lane layouts at all border crossing
points, so government agencies will
need to work with ports to make
necessary changes to infrastructure.
We could also use personal cell phone
signatures to confirm the location of
people crossing a border, as a further
factor of verification along with

It is difficult to transfer kiosk

(who by definition often have to

others (face, license plates, vehicle

and smart gate technology from

submit passport data and biometrics

make, model and color, QR code

the aviation sector across to the

in advance, in order to gain entry)

through windscreen, etc.). QR codes

operational requirements of a land

from “own nationals” (who do not).

could signify acceptance by country

border. Although “universal” systems

A fast lane for “non-nationals” and

being visited and facilitate passage,

are currently available within the

a slow lane for “nationals” might

but there would still be a need for

industry, these will have to be tested

not be palatable for governments,

enforcement to including random

and rolled out gradually by focusing on

especially as the latter cohort is more

selection of vehicles for secondary

segmentation of travelers and vehicles.

likely to provide greater numbers.

processing.

Trusted traveler programs would

This means developing different

be extremely useful in this respect.

commercial models that provide

If the passport is to be removed

added value to all stakeholders and

from the process, then we need an

private sectors crossing the border.

alternative method of matching

It may be difficult to achieve a high

drivers and passengers against the

level of success for all cohorts, but by

border compliance frameworks. This

implementing successful segmentation

means using biometrics to match

and functionality at their borders

the live image of the traveler against

governments should be able to reduce

a store of images already available

wait times on the more challenging

on the government database, which

demographics when compared with

need to be pre-registered in advance.

using “traditional” methods of border

Perversely, these are more likely to be

clearance.

. WHAT QUALIFICATIONS ARE
NEEDED TO ENABLE PEOPLE
IN VEHICLES TO USE THE
“DRIVE THROUGH BORDER”
LANES? WOULD IT BE OPEN TO
ALL NATIONALITIES OR ONLY
CERTAIN COHORTS (EG OWN
NATIONALS, PRE-REGISTERED
FOREIGN NATIONALS)? HOW
WOULD THE APPLICATION /
REGISTRATION PROCESS WORK
IN PRACTICE?

available for third country nationals
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5. HOW COULD BORDER
CROSSING POINTS BE
RECONFIGURED TO
ACCOMMODATE ADDITIONAL
“DRIVE THROUGH” BORDER
LANES? IS THERE ENOUGH
SPACE FOR THIS? IF
NOT HOW WOULD BCPS
BE RECONFIGURED TO
ACCOMMODATE “DRIVE
THROUGH” BORDER LANES,
WHO ARE THE MAIN
STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED IN
SUCH A PROJECT, AND HOW
WOULD IT BE FUNDED?

of the border become involved.

travelers to the drive through border

Innovation at land borders requires a

using existing government databases,

good collaborative relationship with

without the need for a separate

the neighboring government - not

registration process ( e.g passport,

only national governments. Local/

e-Visa, ETA data). BCPs should be able

city/state governments might also

to link to “travel specific” government

have an economic interest in border

databases, particularly e-Visa/ETA data

efficiency. When determining locations

for third country nationals. Broader

for technology, we should consider the

implementation of ETA systems (UK &

concept of economically important

EU ETIAS) is due to become operational

routes. Is the BCP in question on a route

in approximately 18 months time. We

of significant commercial trucking? If

think that the technology can deliver

so, the pool of potential stakeholders

the drive through border - and that it

could be significantly larger, and

can be scaled nationally - as we have

geographically more diverse. Public-

seen in the US with CBP biometric

private collaboration is key: we need

exit and simplified entry, and in other

Where there is no space, it may be

to consider various incentives and

government pilots or proof of concepts.

necessary to relocate it the BCP to

benefits to different parties, when

Airlines have also been doing their

a new location. It makes sense to

looking for potential sources of

own pilots on contactless travel in the

separate commercial traffic from

funding.

aviation sector. There are policy issues

BCPs vary from location to location.

around privacy and facial recognition.

passenger traffic and process lorries
off-site, away from the BCP. There will
be some complications with tunnels,
bridges, ports -especially when private
ownership is involved (e.g. DetroitWindsor). Is contactless technology too
expensive for some BCPs? A cost-benefit
analysis may be required. Various
funding models should be considered,
including hybrid models where some
government money is deployed as a
baseline with much more being added
by the private sector. Government
should consider providing incentives
to travellers/border users to take
advantage of lower friction channels
including pre-registration in return

6. CAN WE USE “DIGITAL
TRAVEL CREDENTIALS (DTCS)
TO RECOGNISE PEOPLE USING
THE “DRIVE THROUGH BORDER
LANES? IS IT POSSIBLE TO
LINK USERS VIA GOVERNMENT
DATABASES (E.G. PASSPORT
RECORDS, ETA / ETIAS / ESTA
/ VISA RECORDS) WITHOUT
THE NEED FOR A SEPARATE
REGISTRATION PROCESS?
HOW WOULD THIS WORK
IN PRACTICE, AND IS THE
TECHNOLOGY UP TO THE
TASK?
Although the DTC potentially

Human rights policy and inclusivity
require attention for any of these
programs to have broad applicability.
In some locations there won’t be the
space to have a lot of segregated lines.
The question is whether we can get a
large majority to use the opt-in process
so that the traditional process becomes
the lower volume use case. As we saw
with the UK EU Settlement Scheme, a
large majority of people opted to use
the new digital channel, including
NFC reading of their e-passport.
We should not be conservative in
making the digital path for citizens
themselves to supply their information

for faster processing, reserved border

provides more convenience for any

to the government to gain access to

crossing times, and self-reporting of

border crossing, broad education for

facilitation benefits, including land

exit (currently being considered at the

travellers on DTC hasn’t really begun

border crossings.

US southern border trials). Stakeholders

yet. It might assist in onboarding a

include Border Agencies (such as

user into the opt-in process, as it could

UKBF, US CBP), Plant and Animal

make the process easier by avoiding

Health / Biohazard agencies (Customs,

use of a kiosk reader or a smartphone’s

Health, Agriculture), Landlords or

NFC capabilities to access the chip. In

Port Operators, Marine Authorities,

supporting an optional program for

Transportation Departments,

participation, the DTC would help by

Politicians / Governments, and

reducing complexity for public users

Technology Providers. This list is

to provide their personal information.

doubled as countries on both sides

It is technically possible to link

7. MOST LEGISLATION
REQUIRES THAT PASSENGERS
MUST BE EXAMINED BY A
BORDER FORCE OFFICER
BEFORE BEING ADMITTED TO
A COUNTRY. TRUE OR FALSE?
WHAT LEGISLATION WOULD
BE NEEDED TO ENABLE
PASSENGERS IN VEHICLES TO
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work together at international level to
share best practice in this area.

8. HOW CAN THE IBMATA
FAMILY HELP THE UK AND
THE EU TO DEVELOP A PROOF
OF CONCEPT / TRIAL FOR THE
“DRIVE THROUGH BORDER” AT
THEIR RESPECTIVE EXTERNAL
BORDERS, INCLUDING THEIR
JOINT BORDER? WHAT
STAKEHOLDERS NEED TO BE
ENGAGED? ARE THERE PEOPLE
IN THE ROOM TODAY WHO
CAN HELP MAKE THAT VISION
BECOME A REALITY? IF SO
WHO AND HOW?
IBMATA provides a vital service in
creating communication frameworks
for public and private sector entities. It
is extremely important to keep pushing
innovation and development, whilst
ensuring that all security, operational
and policy requirements are being
met and improved. Involving both
government and industry stakeholders
in live environments permits the
development and advancement of POCs
and which are critical to the long-term
success of the program. Government
stakeholders should come from
operations, policy, and compliance
to ensure all relevant aspects are
considered. IBMATA has also facilitated

CROSS THE BORDER WITHOUT
A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
IN (A) THE EU (B) THE UK.
ARE THERE EXAMPLES FROM
OTHER COUNTRIES (E.G. THE
US) WHERE WE CAN LEARN
LESSONS ON THIS?

EES and ETIAS projects and redefine

the development of “rainbow groups”

the requirements of the Schengen

– non-exclusive supply side alliances

Borders Code to facilitate electronic

which can combine to develop “end

rather than face to face interactions.

to end” solutions such as the drive

The UK is currently passing the

through border. Currently there

Nationality and Borders Bill to ensure

seems to be a disconnect between

that the UK Border Force are properly

government and industry on what is

empowered. The US already has

currently available within the market

but in many places, it is already

legislation which requires third country

and the challenges of implementing

possible to use automated border

nationals to provide biometrics at

current and future policies. Therefore

controls to gain admission to a country.

point of entry and has pre-registration

it is vital that both entities continue to

Although these are usually supervised

programs such as Global Entry in place

come together at international level to

by Border Force Officers who retain the

which facilitate the advanced capture

share knowledge, experience, and best

ability to intervene, if necessary. In the

of additional passenger data by consent,

practice.

EU it is likely that new Directives will

in return for a more expedited arrivals

be required which will give force to the

process. It is important that countries

Legislation varies between countries
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IBMATA LEADS THE
WAY ON EXPORTING
BRITISH EXCELLENCE
IN BORDER SECURITY
IBMATA was delighted to participate in the development
and production of “Border Security – an introduction to
UK Capability” which was published by the UK Defence
and Security Exports section of the UK Department for
International Trade on 24 November 2021.

The full document –
which includes a foreword
on behalf of the UK Border Security industry
by our chairman Tony Smith – can be accessed HERE.
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FEATURE
By Krum Garkov,
Executive Director of eu-LISA

Artificial Intelligence at
the borders – challenges
and opportunities

Digital transformation in all areas of our lives is ongoing

large-scale IT systems, high quality data and actionable

at increasing pace. Just to highlight some facts: ninety

information to better support accurate timely and prompt

per cent of the data that has ever been created has been

decision-making.

produced in the last two years. Every minute, 300 hours

Transparent, user-friendly and efficient border

of video are uploaded to YouTube. Current prototypes of

management boosts the economy, attracts foreign

driverless cars generate a gigabyte of data per second.

investments, improves the efficiency of the government

This year alone, 1.4 billion smartphones will be shipped.

administrations, and as if that wasn’t enough – it remains

In the next five years, it is estimated that there will be

one of the cornerstones of democracies around the world.

50 billion connected devices worldwide. And these are

At the same time, it should be understood that digitalization

conservative estimates, given the exponential innovation

of the border management and use of new disruptive

we’ve seen in the field of information technology in recent

technologies is not only about the deployment of new systems

years.

or even about collecting more data, but about turning existing

The area of border management is not an exception from

data into relevant information and making a better use of

this. Today, the work of the practitioners at the borders

the huge amount of data already collected, always in full

is increasingly reliant on well-functioning and secure

compliance with the highest data protection standards.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the most promising

increase efficiency and effectiveness of the work of the

disruptive technologies that could provide substantial

border guards. And we need to remember one simple fact –

operational and strategic benefits to border management in

AI (as with all technology) is not effective by itself. It will not

Europe.

replace border guards, but it will enable them to be more

Its implementation though should be done in a

efficient. The whole point is about what AI will be used for

coordinated and systematic way. In this respect, an

and how it’s capabilities can ge best integrated into border

important step in that direction is the recent European

processing and procedure.

Commission Proposal for a European approach for artificial

However, in order for deployment of AI in the context of

intelligence towards the establishment of a solid regulatory

border management to be efficient and to add value, at least

framework for implementation and use of AI solutions in the

four issues need strong consideration:

EU. However, it will be important to find the right balance

■ The availability of representative training data: AI

between the regulation and the need to adopt AI solutions at

algorithms, as we know, are only as reliable as the data

high pace, in order to improve the daily work of the border

on which they are trained. In the field of biometrics, for

guards on the ground, while keeping the competitiveness of

example, the inability to utilize the actual data in large-

the EU, vis-a-vis third-countries, such as for example. China

scale IT systems for such training means that training

or US, in this area.

is undertaken on other datasets that may be either too

There are many opportunities to employ AI in the context

small or unrepresentative of the reality that the actual
data representation. This most likely will result in sub-

of borders, in particular:
■ Intelligent Automation of the processes;

optimal algorithms that are prone to error and may result

■ Facilitation of identity checks;

in inaccurate results or biased outcomes – thus, resulting

■ Developing analytical insights using available data and

on people being stopped at borders or apprehended
inappropriately. Because the AI algorithms are trained

information;
■ Supporting in-depth risk assessments;

on large sets of aggregated data, policy makers must shift

■ Automation and optimization of routine and repetitive

their thinking towards new models of data protection that

tasks that require processing of large amounts of data;

recognize the power of AI deployed without being a threat

■ Streamlining interactions between citizens and border

to the protection of personal data, by ensuring that the
necessary safeguards are put in place.

agencies;
■ Improving users’ experience through virtual assistants and

■ The potential for bias and lack of auditability of algorithms:
on the one hand, algorithms can be biased by the training

chat bots.
Ultimately, AI creates many opportunities to enhance and
strengthen border management, but also to substantially

data utilized; however, it should be emphasized that
properly-trained AI should normally be less biased
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than human decision-makers who are most certainly
prone to bias based on personal perceptions and recent
experiences. Furthermore, we need to make sure that
algorithms deployed are not black-boxes but rather that
the basis for their decision making is apparent and can
be subject to external audit. Under all circumstances
the human autonomy must be retained and AI should
be used to support –rather than replace- the humans in
decision-making processes.
■ The need for border guards to understand and trust
the AI algorithms: this also relies upon the deployment

Globalization will continue to increase the demand from

of transparent methods that can be explained and

citizens and businesses for more efficient public services.

understood. It is vital that officers are made aware

This will leave governments and border agencies with no

of the reasons why a computer algorithm proposes a

choice but to accelerate the deployment and use of new

particular course of action; furthermore, the inherent

digital technologies and solutions, including AI-based.

limitations of any method and possible reasons for

Their ability to see beyond the purely technical aspects

error should be understood, requiring a more technical

and to recognize the challenges described above will be

focus within the training of staff.

crucial to their success in the digital transformation of

■ Last but not least, an important aspect on the use of

the management of the EU external borders and their

AI that should not be forgotten is its ethical use. We

preparation for future challenges. Successful utilization of

should stop considering AI as simple software tool and

the capabilities of the Artificial Intelligence at the borders

to recognize its real nature. We should teach AI to act in

is one of the key prerequisites for building Border Control

a responsible way.

2.0 in the EU, based on an individualized approach,

I would like to note though that we need to recognise the
fact that implementation of AI at the borders in EU and

information-driven risk management and decisionmaking, and operational efficiency.

globally is much more than just a technical issue. In fact, it
comes to change deeply the way that border guards work
and exchange information. Therefore, the main challenges
that need to be addressed are not technical. In my opinion
the most important three of them are:
■ Ensuring that evolution of legislative framework in the
EU and at national level follows the evolution of the
capabilities of AI and enables, rather than prevents its
adoption in the area of border management
■ Investing substantial resources in training and capacity
building for the border guard practitioners to build the
right skills and capabilities in order to maximize the
operational benefits of AI;
■ Building trust in society that capabilities of AI will bring
important added-value and will facilitate and broaden
efficiency of the border management in EU, ensuring at
the same time that these capabilities will be applied in
an ethical and lawful manner.
If these challenges are not recognized and addressed
properly, the technical excellence of the AI solutions put in
place will have little meaning and limited value.

KRUM GARKOV has more than 20 years of cross-cultural
experiences spanning the public and private sectors. He took
up the Executive Director post at eu-LISA in November 2012
and has lead the Agency with the vision to promote information
and communication technologies as a key success factor for
integrated border management and law enforcement at the
EU level. He sees eu-LISA’s mission in helping Members States
in their efforts for safer Europe and ensuring the continuous
and stable service delivery to them in the ever evolving digital
environment. Before eu-LISA, he was the Operations Director
for Experian Group Ltd., a leading global information provider
serving the finance industry. Prior to that, Krum was Program
Manager at Hewlett-Packard. He has also served the National
Revenue Agency, as well as the Centre for Mass Privatization
in Bulgaria. Krum holds an M. Sc. in Computer Technologies
(Varna), an MBA in Information Systems (Stevens Institute of
Technology, New Jersey) and has received executive education
from London School of Business & Finance with an MBA in
Management Consulting.

In conclusion, I would like once again to emphasize
that the digital transformation of the border management
is progressing at accelerating pace. AI is one of the most
promising new disruptive technologies that could bring
tangible benefits to the border guard practitioners and
its capabilities and benefits should be further explored
without delay.
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FEATURE
By Andy Smith, SITA

Supporting
governments in
safely opening their
borders
W

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
IS COMPROMISED WITHOUT
TIMELY AND ACCURATE
INFORMATION

hen we wrote our article
in BMT 6 in May, we
discussed the challenge of

bridging the gap between the existing
border and aviation processes and

Travel Declarations have been used

ETA’s really are the ultimate or
elite level of a Travel Declaration
System – allowing not only for
governments to get information
directly from travellers, but also

the new and evolving requirements

for decades to gather information on

enabling them to communicate back

of Covid tests. While there has been

travellers; the most common form

the status and approval of their

some success at conquering this

was a paper-based arrival card, also

application. This gives the traveller

divide, the success of national vaccine

known as landing card or incoming

and their carrier confidence

programmes has caused a subtle but

passenger card. Most of these have

that they can proceed on their

significant pivot in the approach to

been digitised or replaced with other

journey, reducing concerns around

verifying the health status of those

forms of passenger data such as

documentation and permissions –

who want to transit our borders. The

Advance Passenger Information (API)

and potentially saving carriers a lot

economic impacts of closed borders

and Passenger Name Records (PNR)

of money in fines and repatriation

and restricted global air travel are

from carriers’ systems, but paper is

costs. Indeed, a report from the

severe, causing a loss to travel and

still used at times. There was a step

Australian National Audit Office

tourism in 2020 of a colossal US $4.7

change in the approach to pre-travel

stated that after implementing

trillion and 62 million jobs. We still

declarations when Australia began

the ETA and associated denial of

need to find better ways of integrating

developing the Electronic Travel

boarding capability (APP), fines and

health status checks into the aviation

Authorisation (ETA) system in 1996,

repatriation costs fell from $23m to

processes, with more and more

trialling it on flights from Singapore in

just $3m per year. It is worth noting

governments wanting a direct flow of

September of that year. SITA is proud

that an approved ETA does not mean

information from the traveller.

to be the technology partner in that

entry into the country is approved;

This is where Digital Travel

system, a relationship that continues

that is still the responsibility and

to this day.

decision of the border authority.

Declaration solutions shine.
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But it does reduce the risk of being
denied entry because of missing
paperwork, criminal history or
health reasons. Australia is, after all,
a long way from most places; and

THE LACK OF
STANDARDISATION
JEOPARDIZES SECURITY AND
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES
Today the requirement for advance

inefficiencies in managing health
status documentation, represents a
major impediment to the recovery
of the global travel industry. As
an industry-owned organization

an immediate return after denial of

information on the Health Status of

working at the crossroads of airlines,

entry is something to be avoided!

travellers is more important than

airports, and governments, SITA

ever. There has been some excellent

is able to connect the dots and

VERIFYING HEALTH STATUS
BEYOND COVID

work in standardising the format

streamline processes around health

of Covid status certificates covering

documentation. As part of the SITA

Interestingly, given the current

testing, recovery and vaccination

Health Protect stable of Covid recovery

pandemic, certain health status

- most notably from the European

solutions, we created the SITA Digital

information has long been a query

Commission with the EU Digital Covid

Travel Declaration (DTD) – based on a

on government declaration forms.

Certificate (EU DCC). However, there

solution developed with and deployed

Many asked for information on

is less standardisation on how this

in one of our government customers

HIV status. indeed, some prevented

information is verified; or how it is

since November 2020. This was in

people carrying the disease from

presented to the relevant stakeholder

turn based on one of our core Travel

travelling. Most countries have

– either the carrier or the government.

Authorisation products – the ETA -

now lifted this ban but they still

This has led to a wide variety of

which has a pedigree stretching back

ask for quite a range of health

solutions emerging, from the revival

25 years.

status information. For instance,

of paper based declarations, through

the current US ESTA (their version

simple (often unsecure) webforms

of an ETA) currently asks if a

to complex (and often difficult to

traveller has: Cholera, Diphtheria,

complete) Passenger Locator Forms.

Tuberculosis infectious, Plague,

How effective these are - and how

Smallpox, Yellow Fever, Viral

connected to existing aviation or

announced that we would make the

Haemorrhagic Fevers, including

border processes - is quite variable too.

SITA DTD available to any government

Ebola, Lassa, Marburg, Crimean-

The lack of standardisation, together

WE MUST TAKE THE PAIN OUT
OF GLOBAL TRAVEL AS OUR
INDUSTRY RECOVERS
At the start of November, we

free of charge for 12 months. No

Congo, or Severe acute respiratory

with the confusion and complexity of

strings, no long-term commitment

illnesses. Quite a list!

rules and forms for passengers and

- just a request that they sign up
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before the end of March 2022. David

based on health status information.

Andy Smith has been delivering IT

Lavorel, CEO of SITA AT AIRPORTS

Denial of boarding decisions based

and Telecommunications solutions to

AND BORDERS, said in the press

on security and immigration checks

the aviation sector for over 20 years.

release launching the campaign: “In

is a feature that about 20 nations

Joining SITA in 2007, Andy has focused

many cases, today’s onerous health

currently employ, so they can prevent

on driving innovation and collaboration

requirements are discouraging

inadmissible travellers from even

for airlines, airports and government

travellers from flying or leading to

getting onboard an aircraft. We

bodies. Since 2012 Andy has represented

long lines at airports. Making Digital

know that some countries are also

SITA’s Government, Security and Border

Travel Declaration freely available to

looking at using this interactive

Management business. In addition to

governments will be an investment

capability to deny travel to those that

promoting the effective use of passenger

in the recovery of our industry, and

either haven’t completed a health

data, pre-clearance, risk assessment,

we hope will go some way towards

declaration or present a health

border management and biometric

addressing the challenges we all

risk. Similarly, the use of Travel

solutions, Andy continues to champion

face today.” While SITA’s Digital

Declaration apps enables travellers to

the collaboration of all stakeholders

Travel Declaration addresses the

share their facial biometrics, linked to

within the transport industry, with a

current health documentation

their identity documents and health

focus on the passenger experience. After

required during the COVID-19

status information. This in turn can

5 years concentrating on the European

pandemic, it can also be used to

enable better automated border

market, Andy now supports SITA’s global

streamline the introduction of other

processes – perhaps even better than

teams as Subject Matter Expert for

travel requirements, such as future

under pre-Covid arrangements.

Border Management, Immigration and

pandemics, local health concerns,

Something we have all learned

Security solutions. Andy has a Bachelor

or more traditional security and

over the last 18 months in terms of

of Science Degree from De Montfort

immigration travel authorizations.

traveller declarations is the need for

University (Leicester,UK) in Physics with

flexibility. The sudden outbreak of

Management Science. Andy has been

the Omicron variant demonstrates

appointed Non-Executive Director of

the value of having highly agile

Aviation Facilitation for IBMATA. He is

systems to collect critical data related

based in London.

DIGITALIZING NOW WILL
SHAPE TRAVEL FOR THE NEXT
DECADE AND BEYOND
Of course, we recognise that

to health, travel history and contact

no two countries have the same

details. Whatever happens with the

specific needs in terms of traveller

current pandemic, new variants,

information, or that they won’t need

local or regional spikes, or even other

a declaration system that can grow

demands on border controls, the

and morph as those needs change. For

need for a more direct relationship

that reason, in addition to the highly

between traveller and the destination

configurable, self-administrable

government has never been stronger.

and free Entry level Digital Travel

We believe digital travel declarations

Declaration, we also offer Enhanced

are here to stay. Many will morph into

and Elite levels of the product. As

security and immigration led ETAs,

can be seen in the table above, the

with a health component; others will

free Entry level is about connecting

help digitise existing paper based

the traveller with the government to

process.
SITA remains committed to help all

self-declare information; Enhanced
level is about adding verification and

stakeholders in the travel industry

border automation to the service;

realise the goal of speedy and safe

while Elite provides that end-to-

return to travel. The free Digital

end verification and authorisation

Travel Declaration offer is part

solution, as deployed and protecting

of this commitment, and we’d be

countries currently.

delighted to provide more details and

The final feature of acquiring and

demonstrations if required. Here’s to

processing this data that has parallels

seeing us all travel again, safely and

in the security and immigration world

securely.

is the potential for denial of boarding,
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JOIN THE
GROWING
IBMATA
FAMILY
Who can join?
Supplier and Transportation Companies
■

■

Transportation companies (including airlines,

■

All Government Departments and Agencies charged

shipping companies, rail operators, freight

with the responsibility of managing the international

forwarders) with a legitimate interest in supporting

movement of people, goods and materials across

our aim;

national borders; including pre-entry, on-entry and
after entry applications;

Port, airport, and other management entities with a
legitimate interest in supporting our aim; and

■

Public Sector Organisations and Academics

■

interest in the management of people and goods

Those technology suppliers, business integrators and

across international borders;

other private sector entities who, in the opinion of
the Board, support the safe and secure movement of

Intergovernmental organisations with a vested

■

Non-governmental organisations with a vested

people and goods across international borders whilst

interest in the management of people and goods

facilitating flow, in accordance with the aims of the

across international borders and legitimate

organisation.

academic organisations and research facilities.

www.ibmata.org/how-to-join
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FEATURE
By Shanker Singham,
DTS consortium partner
and CEO of Competere.

Let’s stop
complex
process killing
the nation’s
growth

M

odernisation, in whatever
context, places a focus on
streamlining and simplifying.

THE SIMPLICITY OF A SINGLE
CLICK

has exponentially increased in the

The parallels between eCommerce

accelerated this pre-existing trend.

last few years. The pandemic has

Technology hides complexity behind

and trade borders are obvious: complex

The UK Government also has its own

automation, reducing the resources

interactions, lengthy processes,

ambitions for a border that is the best

required and minimising error.

unavoidable bureaucracy. Yes, the steps

in the world, and the goal is to achieve

involved in cross-border trade will

this in 2025.

Take Amazon’s patented “one-click”
purchase – one of the greatest digital

inevitably be complicated, spanning

inventions and a critical driver of the

multiple jurisdictions and an intricate

is driven by the need for simplicity.

brand’s dominance in the eCommerce

patchwork quilt of complex customs

Bluntly, customs administration must

sector. With this single button, Amazon

rules and trade agreements, but the

be made easier. Cutting through

commoditised the online shopping

process needs to become as close to one

labyrinthine bureaucracy is vital to the

process. Payment and delivery details

click ordering as we can make it. This

growth of the UK’s post-Brexit, post-

are only ever entered once and then,

requires a step change in how customs

Covid economy.

regardless of the vendor, supply chain,

intermediaries think. Without this,

or delivery partner, anything on their

we risk strangling our supply chains.

this: taking a digital-first approach to

platform could be purchased with just

And as the UK, and EU, look to grow

customs and trade. Not simply moving

one click and delivered next day. But

their global footprint as trade partners,

to records or data captured in a digital

while the end-user experience might

the resilience of this supply chain is

format; it is about taking advantage

be simplified, the process itself is as

critical. The world has long moved to

of technology that uses artificial

complex as ever. It’s just the customer

competing global supply chains, and

intelligence and machine learning

just can’t see it.

the appetite for e-Commerce goods

to automate customs administration

Our vision for post-Brexit trading

There is only one way of doing
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procedures to create compliant error

borders are nothing more than a

Shanker A Singham is one of the

free declarations.

line on a map which allow trade to

world’s leading international trade,

move simply, easily and at speed. I

competition, and regulatory policy

becoming too difficult to administrate.

am pleased to be a founder member

experts. He is a recognised author and

Getting goods across the border

of the Consortium that is launching

adviser to governments and companies

requires a vast array of forms and

Digital Trader Services. This service

and an Academic Fellow of the institute

liaison with different government

demonstrates how self-service

of Economic Affairs. Shanker is CEO

departments. Handling this process, at

technology can help UK importers

of Competere Ltd, a company which

scale, is too hard for many businesses,

and exporters. At its core, it allows

provides trade and competition law

requiring significant resource and

businesses, freight forwarders and

and policy advice to governments and

deep expertise. We cannot afford for

hauliers a quick and easy way to submit

companies and is focused on promoting

our small companies not to benefit

declarations directly to HMRC which

international trade and competition

from exports and global trade, which

doesn’t require customs expertise. It’s

policy throughout the world. He is the

generally support higher paying jobs.

an easy-to-use portal without complex

former Chairman of the Market Access

Turning to technology to simplify and

questions or customs jargon and with

and WTO practices of two large global

streamline that process resolves the

a smart engine that auto-populates

law firms.

problem and is quick to implement.

up to 75% of data fields. For Logistics

He is also Chairman of Global Economic

Right now, without it, trade is

service providers it helps to address

Neural Networks, a project focused on

simply not feasible for traders and

some of the issues currently holding

the enhancement and development of

suppliers to know what is going on

up the import of EU goods – including

the networks and nodes of global supply

under the bonnet of cross-border

information arriving through multiple

chains, and how to make them more

trading. Customs should not be a

channels and in multiple formats; the

resilient post-Covid. Shanker Singham

process that distracts a trader from

time needed to manually complete

was a cleared advisor to the United

his or her core business. The closer

numerous compliance documents;

States Trade representative and to the

we can get these processes to look like

missing or incorrect paperwork; and

UK Secretary of State for International

an order from an online retailer like

accessing a full work up of shipping

Trade. He has advised parliamentarians

Amazon, the better the support we

goods information from customers

and government ministers on the overall

will be providing to the businesses

and partners. LSPs and businesses also

approach to UK trade policy including

fuelling Britain’s growth. And whilst

collaborate within DTS to speed up the

all aspects of the Brexit negotiations.

fully-fledged digital transformation of

process.

He is also the Customs and Trade Policy

Similarly, in a global economy it is

As the UK governments seeks to

the border is some way off digitising

Lead and a founder member of the

the end-user processes surrounding it

create a ‘digital border’, organisations

Trader Support Service Consortium,

– specifically in customs declarations –

can show support for the changes by

which is delivering on behalf of the UK

pushes forward the agenda for change.

digitising their own interaction with

government the implementation of the

customs declarations and focus on

NI Protocol.

INVISIBLE BORDERS
Ultimately, we must aim to ensure

what really matters - the success of
their business.
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By Mark Pegler

An agile approach
Meeting the challenge
of e-commerce

F

or many of us the now familiar

time’ express shipments. One where

The very essence of e-commerce is

sight of DHL, Fed Ex, Amazon

‘customs administrations should

door- door delivery, at speed. While

or Parcel Force trucks in our

take proven operational compliance

Doug’s article gives us some pointers

suburban streets was something

and enforcement practices, used in

on the strategic overview of a Customs

that we might notice pre- pandemic,

managing traditional cross border

regulatory system responding to this

but not really think too much about.

trade and apply that to e-commerce’.

challenge, it is at the sharp end- the

Those trucks were for ‘business’ users

Fine, but how?

operational point of contact – where

only. The person in the street had no

The exponential growth of

pressing need to use the internet for

e-commerce puts emphasis on

shopping, commercial organizations

facilitation of a rapid clearance process.

the most pressing challenges arise.
The question for Customs
administrations is how to ensure

contacted their wholesaler and went
to the warehouse to pick up parts.
Nothing more needed…
This changed with the advent
of covid 19. Almost overnight,
supermarkets were delivering to homes
like never before and international
cross border door to door trade was
providing goods that could no longer
be obtained by nipping out to the
shops. Cometh the hour, cometh global
e-commerce.
I am grateful to my fellow IBMATA
contributor Mr Douglas M Browning
for his article in Border Management
today issue 31 . Douglas describes this
‘new trade paradigm’ by highlighting
the challenges posed to a customs
regulatory system that was more
used to dealing with ‘just in time’
commercial cargo than ‘ahead of
1

http://www.ibmata.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/BMT_Issue_3.pdf
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compliance in ever-increasing volumes

appropriate risk assessments may

national legislation to require

of e-commerce, whilst maintaining

lead to negative consequences

advance shipment declaration

rapid clearance? The answer may lie

resulting in revenue loss or leakage,

data and supporting documents

in the 2020 publication of the WCO

importations and exportations of un-

electronically, prior to the arrival

e-commerce suite incorporating the

detected prohibitions and restrictions,

framework of e-commerce standards,

failures to adhere to proper licensing

commonly known as the ‘Luxor

regulations, dis-regard for rules of

processing consignments as soon

resolution’ and the ‘WCO immediate

origin, and false HS tariff codification.

as the data is received, with the

2

of goods.
2.

Customs administrations

goal of completing assessment

release guidelines’3 .
The recently published WCO Luxor

before the physical arrival of the

approach to customs processing

resolution on Framework of standards

goods to allow for immediate

incorporating measures which use

for e-commerce advises the following

release/clearance of low-risk

advanced (and in many cases ‘pre

eight guiding principles for adoption:

Both documents call for a modern

■ Advance Electronic Data and Risk

arrival’) electronic data, and the

goods.
3.

Account-based consolidated

establishment of “Customs to Business

Management, using the WCO DATA

entry/exit summaries or export/

partnerships” - including what is

model through cooperation with

import Customs declarations

known as ‘host to host’ transactions

partner/stakeholders;

by enterprises/individuals and
intermediaries, with periodic

■ Facilitation and Simplification of

with revised models for revenue

payment of all relevant duties

Procedures;

collection. In other words, encouraging
Customs organizations to adopt an

■ Safety and Security;

and taxes, subject to regulatory

‘agile’ approach to the fast moving

■ Revenue Collection;

requirements and the provision of

world of e-commerce which reflects

■ Measurement and Analysis;

a control paradigm that allows for

■ Partnerships;

quick and easy processing, whilst

■ Public Awareness, Outreach and

a financial security/guarantee;
4.

regarding origin, value and
classification, where appropriate;

Capacity Building; and

maintaining core functionality of
customs procedures and enforcement.

■ Legislative Frameworks.

5.

Simplifying documentation by
requiring only a single submission

One area of concern is the lack or
avoidance (deliberate or otherwise)

Key to those standards are the

of proper risk management of all

following requirements:

express courier (including post)

1.

consignments. Failure to conduct

Simplified reporting requirements

Pre-arrival and/or pre-clearance

of advance electronic data and
reusing where necessary;
6.

processing of goods enabled by

Making use of a unique identifier
for shipments to allow for the

2 http://www.wcoomd.org/-/media/wco/public/global/pdf/topics/facilitation/activities-and-programmes/ecommerce/wco-framework-of-standards-on-crossborder-ecommerce_
en.pdf?la=en
3

WCO immediate release guidelines available at http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/facilitation/instrument-and-tools/tools/immediate-release-guidelines.aspx
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The WCO Luxor resolution provides

reuse of transaction, logistics

three alternatives:

and payment data for Customs

1.

can be achieved by securing access

Seller/vendor-based revenue

to e-commerce company data-

regulatory requirements (where

collection, where the customs

pre -arrival, thus enhancing risk

possible); and

duty and other duties/taxes

management, improving compliance,

Reusing of a single dataset for

due are collected at the point of

and facilitating swift clearance of

multiple purposes (e.g.,risk

sale in the country of origin, as

consignments ‘pre-arrival’.

assessment, clearance and

part of the import declaration

declaration purposes and other

7.

resolutions recommendations. This

process.

taxation)
2.

Intermediary revenue collection,

With over 30 years of experience in

where the e-commerce company

UK and overseas (Middle East, Asia,

pays any customs duty or other

Eastern/Central Europe and Southern

of applying risk management to

taxes due on behalf of the

Africa), Mark is a freelance consultant

consignments will lack the required

importer.

specializing in risk management

Buyer/consumer revenue

procedures for Customs modernisation,

profiling that is not proportionate to

collection - a more traditional

integrated border management and trade

risk, or is at best, arbitrary.

method where the buyer or

facilitation.

But what of the risks?
■ Without pre-arrival data, the process

compliance standard resulting in risk

3.

declarant pays any revenue or

■ Imports/exports of prohibitions and

taxes due at thr time of import.

restrictions go undetected.
■ Licensing regulations are not

Customs administrations must

followed.

choose which of the three (or a

■ Revenue is lost as importers
deliberately lower the value to under

combination thereof) suits their own

a globally accepted non-commercial

circumstances. This becomes ever

value level of around $400-500 USD

more important as economies once

(equivalent).

seen as a tax haven, or free of indirect

■ Rules of Origin are ignored.

taxation- VAT etc (e.g. the Middle east)

■ HS tariff coding is manipulated with

begin to apply ever increasing taxation
on imported goods.

many declarations using the wrong
HS code to avoid customs regulations

To address the massive scale
of global e-commerce, Customs

and/or payment of charges.
■ Requirements for ‘through manifests’;

administrations must recognize

where point to point shipments are

that intervention/interdiction of all

not possible and a global hub (e.g

e-commerce is impractical - period.

Dubai) ships onwards via road to a

It can’t be done. While the penknife

third country (e.g Oman) with scant

remains the trusted friend of the

regard for land manifests making risk

Customs officer  -and intuition plays

management extremely difficult, or

an active role in combating fraud -

avoiding it altogether.

an agile risk based approach is now
called for. Where possible, customs

■ Air manifest- not attributed to any
particular courier company (private

should use electronic data sets in

to private) - makes risk management

a Host 2Host system, enabling real

very difficult.

time data to be transferred securely
from the e-commerce organizations
server to the customs data base/

There is a real risk of e-commerce
‘overwhelming’ border control.

clearance system. Where this is not

Forward planning is key. One issue in

possible, customs agencies must

which requires further thought is that

work with e-commerce organizations

of revenue evasion, and in particular

to agree either a ‘common working

undervaluation, using the de-

practice’ or adopt a more formal

minimis limit inappropriately (either

Memorandum of Understanding

deliberately or otherwise).

(MOU) in order to realize the Luxor
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FEATURE
By Jon Payne,
Director Strategic
Alliances, Identity
Verification, Entrust

3 Steps to the
Future Border

W

e in the border

immigration, etc., unless we have

Three recent developments in identity

management community

confidence that the identity data on

technology are bringing us much

have for many years talked

record is genuine and rightfully belongs

closer to the exported border we

to the individual asserting it.

always hoped for:

about the importance of exporting the
border, i.e. improving border agencies’

In practice, getting hold of rich,

1.

Until recently, facial recognition

access to good quality, rich data about

accurate identity data early in the

technology lagged other

passengers as early as possible in the

travel process has always been a

biometric modes like fingerprint

travel continuum. In terms of both

challenge. Airlines provide advance

and iris in terms of accuracy.

security and facilitation, dealing with

passenger information, of course, but

But this is rapidly changing.

an issue before travel is much easier

it’s limited to the most basic biographic

According to the National

and less expensive than dealing with it

data. Some countries, including the

Institute of Standards and

when the passenger is standing in front

United States and Canada, ask non-

Technology (NIST), the accuracy

of you in the arrivals hall.

visa passengers to apply for electronic

of facial matching algorithms

travel authorization (eTA), but that is

has exploded in recent years,

growing emphasis on seamless travel,

biographics-only and free-form, leaving

to the point where it is very

a theme expedited by the COVID-19

the door open to errors and fraud.

competitive with finger and iris,

In more recent years, there has been

pandemic. IBMATA has made some

and all three are many times

Both the EU and the UK are working

important contributions to the concept

towards introducing their own eTA

more accurate than the naked

of a simplified, person-centric approach

systems for the first time; another

eye. Border agencies now have

to travel and immigration which would

indication of the importance of early

the option of capturing the faces

remove the need for passengers to

access to rich identity data. It will be

of passengers at convenient

prove and re-prove their identity at

interesting to see the extent to which

points in the journey for

each step of the journey.

these new systems seek to reduce

automated comparison against

error and fraud by embracing new

existing immigration records

technologies.

or passenger manifests. The

Of course, seamless travel
and exporting the border are
complementary concepts. Real progress

Traveler Verification Service

The good news is that we are now

towards a seamless and touchless

on the verge of a new paradigm

run by US Customs & Border

travel experience – with benefits for

characterized by very early access to

Protection is an excellent

both passengers and governments

much richer data, including biometrics

example of this working in

– is not possible without a highly

as well as biographics. As recently as

trusted, secure identity. We cannot

two years ago, this would have been

allow passengers to move seamlessly

either impossible or prohibitively

developers had access to the

through check-in, boarding, customs,

inconvenient. Not anymore.

NFC capabilities of Android
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practice.
2.

Until the fall of 2019, app

3 STEPS TO THE
FUTURE BORDER

smartphones only, not iOS.

internationally recognized

concept is to harness the best in

That situation changed with

credential that passengers

emerging identity technologies to

iOS13, meaning that many if

can keep on their smartphone

support officers in their decision

not all passengers are now

for future use, potentially for

making. A future border based on

carrying a powerful ePassport-

multiple trips across different

secure digital identities will allow

borders.

officers to focus their time and

scanning device in their pockets.

Entrust is already bringing these

Border agencies can now

3.

efforts on those passengers who need

reasonably ask passengers to

three new capabilities together in

additional attention, and to facilitate

automate passport information

practical ways. One example is the

the seamless entry of those who do

submission, rather than rely on

Chain of Trust project with Canada

not.

error-prone free-form typing.

Border Services Agency, which aims

When coupled with instant

to inform Canada’s future border

COVID, passenger arrivals numbers

one-to-one facial recognition,

strategy. Returning Canadian residents

were on an inexorable rise. We will

agencies can now access a

are invited to register themselves and

soon return to that trajectory, and

biometrically secured identity

their passport remotely in just a few

the pandemic travel slump will be

before the passenger has even

minutes, from wherever they are,

just a blip on the graph. With limited

left home.

using only their own smartphone.

physical space in ports and airports,

As recently as the end of 2020,

They are then provisioned with a DTC,

the need to plan the next generation

the International Civil Aviation

stored in their device. On arrival at

border is just as pressing as ever.

Organization (ICAO) published

the destination airport, they use the

its standard for a type-1 Digital

same app to submit their customs

field of identity technology. If you’re

Travel Credential (DTC). This is a

declaration and then walk through a

waiting for the future, exported

derived version of an ePassport

biometric lane using only their face as

border, it’s almost here.

chip stored securely on the

their identity.

passenger’s mobile device. Now

This approach is not a recipe to do

that the standard is available,

away with intentions testing or the

we have the option to take

personal intervention of experienced

advantage of a secure, digital,

border officers. Far from it. The

It’s worth remembering that, before

Things are moving rapidly in the

More information on Entrust’s
Seamless Travel Solution is available
[here].
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FEATURE
By Carl Gohringer,
Paravision

Future Borders are
Digital: There are Two
Sides to this Coin

E

-Gates and kiosks at border

verify their documents and identity.

demonstrated by ongoing

control and immigration that

They simply need to undertake this

testing by the US Government’s

take advantage of e-Passports

exercise once - at the start of their

National Institute of Standards

and facial recognition have long

journey, using their own mobile phone

and Technology (NIST)6, the

been readily accepted by passengers.

- thus unlocking a fast, frictionless

accuracy of facial recognition

Increasingly, the same technology is

experience that begins at home.

has advanced at an impressive

being used to reduce bottlenecks on
outbound traffic at airports.

The successful implementation of

rate. These accuracy rates have

a frictionless digital border strategy

continued to improve (in some

The success of these initiatives

must begin well in advance of the

cases with five-fold reductions

has prompted many governments

physical border. The flipside to the

in errors since 2018) as NIST

worldwide to initiate and accelerate

coin of expedited simplified passenger

conducts its ongoing Facial

programmes embracing a “digital-first”

travel is the exporting of the border:

Recognition Vendor Tests. To

paradigm. The UK government, for

obtaining accurate data about a

put this in context , in July of

example, has published its 2025 UK

passenger and making decisions about

this year, NIST published its

Border Strategy1 and has inaugurated

that passenger as early as possible,

first report on facial recognition

the Border Vision Advisory Group

ideally before they even start their

for paperless travel7, in which

(BVAG) to help deliver on this strategy,

journey. Not only does this allow

Paravision achieved better

whilst the European Union has

border agencies to deal with issues less

than 99.9% matching accuracy

actively been developing its Entry Exit

expensively, before travellers arrive

for airplane boarding, ranking

System (EES)2 and Advanced Travel

at their borders, but also it allows for

#1 among all “Five Eyes”-

Information Authorisation System

greater flexibility in how to assist them

based companies. This level of

(ETIAS)3 to be adopted by its member

through the border itself.

accuracy was unheard of a few

The good news is that there have

states.

been recent technical advances that

The Global Guidelines for Safe &

short years ago.
2.

Ubiquity of NFC enabled

Seamless Traveller Journey (SSTJ)

now allow things that would not have

smartphones. The ability to use

by the World Travel & Tourism

been possible a mere few years ago.

a mobile phone’s NFC capability

Council (WTTC)5 paints a vision where

Significant amongst these are:

is now available across the

4

1.

passengers no longer need to stop
multiple times during their journey to

Advances in the accuracy

breadth of most Android and

of facial recognition. As

Apple phones. This allows

1

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2025-uk-border-strategy

2

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/policies/schengen-borders-and-visa/smart-borders/entry-exit-system_en

3

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/policies/schengen-borders-and-visa/smart-borders/european-travel-information-authorisation-system_en

4

https://wttc.org/Portals/0/Documents/Reports/2021/SSTJ-Biometrics%20and%20Digital%20Identity%20Global%20Guidelines.pdf

5

https://wttc.org/Initiatives/Security-Travel-Facilitation

6

https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/face-recognition-vendor-test-frvt-ongoing

7

https://pages.nist.gov/frvt/html/frvt_paperless_travel.html
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FUTURE BORDERS
ARE DIGITAL
2.

governments to validate the

Digital onboarding into relevant

Capture of a high-quality ICAO

authenticity of a passenger’s

compliant reference image.

programmes has progressed to the

travel documents remotely, from

Obtaining the ICAO-compliant

point where Digital Permissions are

a distance and before travel,

enrolment image from the chip

becoming the new norm. Increasingly,

using nothing more than a

of the ePassport allows the

physical tokens and vignettes will no

passenger’s own mobile phone

construction of high-quality

longer be required to assert rights and

and e-Passport. Additionally,

reference datasets that can be

status. Officials need only access your

it allows the accurate capture

used in passenger facilitation

digital records.

from the document’s chip of the

solutions when the passenger

passenger’s biographic data and,

physically arrives at a border.

importantly, a face image that
has been assessed by the issuing
government to comply with

2. DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
OF THE PHYSICAL BORDER

The two sides of this coin, therefore,
can broadly be categorised as:

the International Civil Aviation

Onboarding into the appropriate
digital programme or channel prior
to a passenger’s arrival at a physical

Organization (ICAO) photograph
guidelines8. With ICAO’s recent
publication of the standard for a

1. DIGITALLY EXPORTING THE
BORDER AWAY FROM THE
PHYSICAL BORDER

border significantly enhances the
flexibility in processing arrivals.
Advance analysis of biographic and

Digital Travel Credential (DTC)9,

The benefits of exporting the border

biometric data and cross-referencing

there is also the option of storing

are significant:

against the appropriate datasets

■ Reduced Friction and Cost

a derivation of the ePassport’s

allows maximum flexibility in

chip directly on the passenger’s

Reducing friction and cost in

granting permissions and segmenting

mobile phone.

the process of interacting with

passengers.

In addition to being able to validate

Whilst e-Gates have become a

travellers, and significantly

the document and accurately capture

enhanced, expedited and

common fixture at most countries’

the passenger’s details from it,

improved customer experience

borders, these will increasingly be

the combination of the above two

by enabling self-service

augmented by a variety of additional

mentioned advents allows two key

digital channels, reducing the

channels accorded to returning

benefits specific to facial recognition:

reliance on costly physical Visa

citizens, citizens of other nations

application centres (VAC).

participating in a freedom of

1.

Verify document ownership.
The utilisation of highly accurate

■ Enhanced Security through

movement treaty, and optionally ETA

facial recognition to match the

Early Capture of Data

applicants or travellers enrolled in a

ICAO compliant face image

Capturing accurate, secure,

trusted traveller scheme. Expedited

obtained from the chip against

verified data -including

and freer flowing channels can

a liveness-verified selfie image

biometrics – earlier in the

consist of biometric corridors, where

determines that the applicant

process, before the visitor

passengers can be matched against

is indeed using their own travel

arrives at the border and ideally

lists of pre-enrolled and pre-approved

document and not somebody

before they leave their country

applicants. Digital permissions coupled

else’s.

of origin.

with the ability to process ePassport

This can be undertaken via pre-

DTCs can minimise the number of

enrolment for any number of digital

times passengers need to have their

programmes, including:

physical documents examined and

■ applying for an e-Visa.
■ registering for an electronic
travel authorisation (ETA).

their identities verified.

HOW PARAVISION CAN HELP

■ enrolling into a trusted traveller

8

Headquartered in San Francisco,

border facilitation programme

California, Paravision is a team of

for returning citizens or

experts in AI, computer vision and

beneficiaries of a free travel

machine learning. Known for our

zone.

highly accurate facial recognition

https://www.icao.int/Security/mrtd/Downloads/Technical%20Reports/Annex_A-Photograph_Guidelines.pdf

9 https://www.icao.int/Security/FAL/TRIP/PublishingImages/Pages/Publications/Guiding%20core%20principles%20for%20the%20development%20of%20a%20Digital%20
Travel%20Credential%20%20%28DTC%29.PDF
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FUTURE BORDERS
ARE DIGITAL
solutions, as independently evaluated

engine can process hundreds of

by US NIST, we are dedicated to

transactions every second with

ability to detect multiple faces in

delivering mission-critical technology

minimal latency and generates

moving vehicles through windows,

that excels at accuracy, offers robust

accurate results for databases

which opens facilitation and

performance, provides superior levels

with tens of millions of unique

automation opportunities on land

of security, and can be deployed in

identities.

borders.

3.

any environment.

Enhanced Computer Vision
and Real-Time Processing

Paravision is actively applying our

For example, we have proven our

COLLABORATION IS VITAL

expertise and the exceptionally high

on the Border. Exporting the

levels of accuracy of our solutions to

border by capturing biometric

respect that no single organisation

border challenges in the following

details of passengers before

holds all the answers. To successfully

ways:

they arrive allows for enhanced

meet the challenges of delivering

Moving Toward Full

processing, facilitation and

the border of tomorrow, we actively

Automation of Digital On-

segmentation when passengers

seek and work with partners in

Boarding and Minimising

actually arrive at the physical

order to couple our expertise in

Manual Adjudication. When

border. However, real-world

machine learning with their and their

considered at the scale of

environments can prove

customer’s visions of future borders.

national systems, where a digital

challenging to the deployment

Future borders are digital and

ETA alone can generate tens of

of solutions such as biometric

frictionless, and the benefits can be

millions of transactions per year,

corridors. Paravision’s extensive

realised today.

even the smallest improvement

research into advanced machine

1.

in facial recognition accuracy

learning delivers:

can deliver a drastic reduction

■ advanced detection, image

in the back-office costs that
result from the unnecessary

Carl Gohringer has more than 15 years

quality analysis and matching

of experience in the application of digital

capabilities.

identity, biometrics, and electronic travel

■ advanced ability to deal with

manual adjudication of falsely

At Paravision, we recognise and

documents to borders, immigration,

rejected face matches.

extreme pose angles and

government identity schemes, and

Paravision’s superior

partial obfuscations, such as

counterterrorism. Recently, he has

from COVID face masks.

participated in the delivery of the Identity

accuracy delivers 4 to 6 times

■ liveness determination and 3D

fewer errors which need to

mask detection

be manually adjudicated
when compared with other

and Document Verification component of
the UK Home Office EU Settlement / GIDV
Programme.

solutions commonly deployed
2.

on the border.

He joined Paravision in Nov 2021 to

Ultra-Quick and Accurate

lead their go-to-market efforts in the

Searching of Back-End

UK and EU, working with end-clients,

Databases. Early and accurate

local partners, and system integrators

data captured remotely at

to meet the demand for accurate, secure

a distance in a self-service

and convenient identification solutions

manner from applicants

for tasks such as digital onboarding,

provides significant value.

■

mask detection.

Before granting permissions,

airport check-in and pre-travel identity
verification.

this data needs to be checked
and cross-referenced against

The combination of these capabilities

national biometric systems.

enables facial recognition that is much

Paravision’s face recognition

faster, more consistent, and motion

engine features Scaled Vector

or pose tolerant than last-generation

Search (SVS) technology,

technologies. While this can speed up

which allows organisations to

and improve the experience in typical

perform matches with ever

air travel or pedestrian applications, it

larger databases quicker. The

can also enable new fully automated

SVS-powered face recognition

border management paradigms.
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FEATURE
By Monique Hawkins,
Policy and Research
Officer at the3million

Secure QR Codes:
Achieving a triple-win for carriers,
citizens and government

A

significant friction in travel has
arisen as a result of millions of
people living in the UK having

DIGITAL STATUS FOR EU
CITIZENS
Non-EU citizens with EUSS status
2

a new digital-only residence status,

receive a traditional biometric

without the corresponding technology

residence card, which gives carriers

for carriers to handle this status

the confidence to allow these citizens
to return to the UK.

“...the process took 30
minutes as opposed to
the 15 seconds it took for
those who boarded with a
physical card” 1
As an organisation representing

EU citizens on the other hand, get a
digital-only EUSS status. This is a very

has developed a proposal to address
this problem.
The UK Government is actively
considering our proposal, and we set
out here its benefits to air, rail and sea
carriers.

SOME BACKGROUND

within a very short timeframe, an
application scheme to replace the EU
Free Movement rights of millions with

- allowed the ‘EU Settlement Scheme’
(EUSS) to process around six million
applications.

IMPACT ON CARRIERS
IN PRACTICE - PROVING
EXEMPTION FROM A TRAVEL
RESTRICTION
To date there have been two
unanticipated circumstances in which

to pre-pandemic levels, the interaction

some EU citizens do require proof

between carriers and this digital status

of UK residence status, in order to

will be increasingly put to the test.

prove they are exempt from a travel
restriction.
Firstly, during various stages of the

web portal, using a two-factor

pandemic, people were prohibited

authentication process to obtain a

from traveling to the UK from certain

‘share code’. The person checking the

‘red-list’ countries unless they

status must log into a different web

were British/Irish nationals, or had

portal using this code and the person’s

residence rights in the UK.
When we asked how a Portuguese

date of birth to verify the status. These
web portals comprise the ‘View and

citizen with EUSS status should

Prove’ system.

differentiate themselves from a
Portuguese tourist at a Lisbon check-

Office has developed from scratch,

Innovative identity verification

time being3.

people. When travel eventually returns

As a result of Brexit, the UK Home

technology - created by Worldreach

of EU citizens at the UK border for the

must log into a UK government

Withdrawal Agreement, the3million

a new residence status.

to instead check the digital-only status

sizable cohort of roughly five million

To prove digital status an EU citizen

EU citizens covered by the EU-UK

to such a web portal, the UK undertook

IMPACT ON CARRIERS IN
THEORY - NO PRE-BOARDING
CHECKS FOR EU CITIZENS FOR
NOW
It was not the UK government’s
intention that carriers interact with the
View and Prove system. Since it would
be cumbersome and non-standard to
routinely require carrier staff to log in

1

One of many similar reports submitted to the3million via our reporting tool https://www.the3million.org.uk/report-it

2

We use ‘EU citizens’ to also include EEA EFTA and Swiss citizens

3

https://www.the3million.org.uk/library - April 2021 Reply from Migration and Borders Group

in desk, the UK Government said they
should provide a share code to the
carrier for use on the View and Prove
system .
Although the UK currently does not
have any red-listed countries, another
situation has arisen requiring EU
citizens to prove an exemption from
a restriction, and this time it is not
temporary.
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SECURE QR
CODES

From 1 October 2021, EU citizens can

Pass Initiative, aligning with the similar

as cards, can be produced using fully

no longer travel to the UK on a national

need to prove health status.

recyclable and compostable materials

identity card, except if they have EUSS

BUT WHAT TO DO IN THE INTERIM?

for a low cost, ethical and sustainable

status. Therefore once again, people

Whilst these will all take time to agree

must prove their UK residence status

and develop, there is a clear need for

to carriers, using the View and Prove

an interim solution that will work well

system4 .

solution .
This proposal can deliver the triple
win in double-quick time:
1.

for carriers, citizens and governments

This is causing friction at check-in

vaccine certificates, ensuring

alike, but which does not preclude

and boarding, both because such a

authenticity. Therefore this

being a stepping stone towards a more

check is non-standard and dependent
on connectivity to Gov.UK, and because
we are receiving many reports of

solution will dovetail with the

technologically advanced solution. As

efforts being made by such

Nick Fowler, UK Border Force, put it

organisations as SITA, IATA and

so eloquently during the conference,

carriers having no knowledge or

others to optimise checking

“the first car does not have to be a

understanding of the UK’s View and

of Secure QR codes, including

Lamborghini”.

Prove system5.

integration into eGates

It is important to take a holistic

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

2.

approach, centred on the citizen.

The UK Government has explained

What COVID-19 vaccination and UK

its vision for the future, stating that it

residence status have in common, is

is “developing the UK’s future border

that their proof is needed not just for a

and immigration system in partnership

travel transaction, but also regularly in

with a wide range of stakeholders,

daily life. Just as people need to prove

including carriers. Their key role in

vaccination status when entering a

facilitating travel to the UK for genuine

restaurant in Brussels, EU citizens in

passengers will be unchanged and over

the UK need to prove their residence

time they will be expected to ensure all

status when applying for employment,

passengers boarding services have the

renting accommodation, opening bank

necessary document required for entry

accounts, accessing healthcare and

to the UK” .

many other purposes.

6

part of the ‘Universal Permission to

so it is imperative to leave no-one

Travel’ programme - by providing “that

behind and instead develop a solution

information directly to the carriers

which, whilst rooted in technology

in digital format, but this requires

and security, has the option of physical

partnership working and strong

representation.
Even as a tech-literate citizen, I like

engagement to ensure it is deliverable

Citizens are offered the option of
resilience against digital failure,
and digitally-excluded citizens
are given a physical status they
can use with confidence

3.

The UK Government is able to
build on its success in rolling out
an innovative scheme to grant
status to millions, by removing
the pain point of the digital-only
status felt by many while buying
time to work in partnership with
other stakeholders towards a
long-term solution.

Not every citizen is digitally savvy,

The ambition is to deliver this as

Carriers must already process

Full proposal can be found at https://
www.the3million.org.uk/fixing-thedigital-status
Monique Hawkins is Policy and Research

to print out my vaccine certificate,

Officer at the3million, an organisation

boarding card and passenger locator

formed after the 2016 referendum to

earlier this month offered many

form as a form of resilience against my

represent the rights of EU citizens in

visions of how such systems might be

phone/battery/4G failing just when I

the UK. She joined the3million in early

developed in future. For example the

need it.

2017, initially as a volunteer. As a Dutch

use of Interactive Advance Passenger

WIN-WIN-WIN

citizen, she made the UK her home over

by 2024”7.
The IBMATA conference in Brussels

Information, whereby carriers can

Secure QR codes, as used by vaccine

receive a simple ‘board’ or ‘no-board’

certificates, provide the perfect interim

message from the issuing government.

solution, one which is cost-effective,

Other options might include some

highly secure and moreover extremely

form of digital travel credential, or
perhaps a product such as IATA’s Travel

30 years ago, working as a software
developer across various industries. She
has since become a dual British-Dutch
citizen.

fast to develop and roll out.
Physical representations, including

4

https://www.the3million.org.uk/library - April 2021 Letter to Home Office and May 2021 Reply from Home Office

5

https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/travel-documents-required-eu-citizens-when-travelling-uk-1-october-2021_en

6

https://www.the3million.org.uk/library - May 2020 Reply from Immigration Minister

7

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-plan-for-immigration-legal-migration-and-border-control
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FEATURE
By Kieran Kelly

Advances in blockchain technology
mean frictionless borders and
transparent supply chains are now
within reach for hauliers, retailers
and manufacturers

T

Couple that with the increase in

he world of cross border

of goods will tell you supply chains

supply chains is becoming

aren’t getting any easier to manage.

paperwork required to ship things

increasingly complex, but

The pandemic, driver shortages,

from the EU to the UK, or even within

there is light at the end of the tunnel

bottlenecks at ports, even a lack

the UK between GB and NI, and you

as advances in smart technology

of shipping containers have all

can see why something needs to

start to become a reality, thanks to a

contributed this year to the daily

change and fast.

Fujitsu-led consortium*.

woes of the beleaguered fleet

Anyone involved in the movement

manager.

Thankfully help is at hand.
Following a successful pilot
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BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY

conducted by a new consortium of

Hence the consortium recognised the

supply chains through increased

companies, supply chains that cross

need to demonstrate this innovation

visibility, soon we also believe it can

international borders will soon be

in practice and in the real world.

revolutionise how hauliers think

As part of the pilot study, the

about their assets, and their fleet

able to move without friction or

consortium partners built the system

of vehicles. By taking a lead from

from scratch, putting smart seals on

the aviation industry, hauliers are

automatically interact with a smart

the back of actual trailers. It followed

beginning to explore how the smart

vehicle as it progresses through the

them in real-time using GPS tracking

registration of individual components

supply chain, continually detecting

devices. Border agency officials

can create an accurate bill of

what it is doing, where it is going,

were able to see on an interactive

materials for each tractor unit and

what it is carrying, and where it

dashboard where the vehicle had

trailer.

originated from.

come from, who had locked it, and

Boeing recently announced it has

were able to verify whether it had

partnered with Honeywell to use its

a distributed ledger or blockchain

been opened or tampered with

GoDirect platform to track and sell $1

it becomes possible to continually

during its journey.

billion worth of excess airplane parts

delay.
Authorised agencies will be able to

By creating a digital twin held on

They demonstrated that not only is

‘risk assess’smart vehicles enabling

using blockchain technology. Aviation

the capability to automatically get

the platform secure, but it can also

parts are typically re-sold four

the green light to move through

handle multiple sources of trusted

times before being decommissioned,

the border, without the need for

data.

highlighting the benefits offered by

Once a new record or data point

additional inspection or regulatory

distributed technology in being able

checks ensuring faster processing

has been written to the platform, it is

to certify the authenticity of those

and movement of goods.

locked in, you can’t change it, tamper

components with all the relevant

with it, or amend it. It is a permanent

documentation – digitally held and

record of what happened.

verified. As with most sectors, the

This seamless movement has
the potential to save millions of

aviation industry has traditionally

pounds and transform a traditional

Through the integration and

paper-based and analogue process

utilisation of multiple sources of

relied on paper certificates for each

into a fully digital, connected eco-

verified data the system can ensure

individual component part, which is

system of producers, processors,

a valid chain of custody from the

open game to fraudulent actors who

customs agencies, shippers,

earliest point in the supply chain to

seek to pass off their dodgy parts as

logistics specialists and official and

its destination.

legitimate spares.
While the market for used parts

The new technology has the

Government agencies.

potential to enhance UK border

in the haulage sector is different,

ensure the contents cannot be

security – particularly in the area of

logistics providers in the future will

tampered with once sealed and

human smuggling prevention as we

be able to smart tag and register each

loaded. Telematics onboard will

saw in the Essex lorry deaths which

of the components of their vehicles,

mean temperatures can be monitored

led to Operation Melrose.

be that the box, chassis, cooling unit

Smart Seals fitted to trucks will

Vehicles can be controlled and

in real-time. Sensors in the roof,

or axle. Monitoring their lifespan

combined with photographic and

monitored remotely, not only

across multiple vehicles, collecting

video capture at entry points to the

providing supply chain visibility, but

data on their use, location, time

wagon and within the trailer itself

also giving approved agencies access

of day, temperature, downtime,

will also detect human signatures –

to those movements, allowing a

faults, servicing requirements

flagging any unwanted intruders to

more forensic approach to detecting

– over time this will build up a

the fleet manager, driver, or relevant

criminal behaviour.

three-dimensional, high-definition

Following the successful pilot of

authorities.

picture of every element in the

the technology in Northern Ireland

vehicle. Helping move the sector

can be generated has the potential

in 2021, the consortium is now

from preventative analysis to highly

to revolutionise supply chains, while

accelerating forwards and seeking

accurate predictive analysis. No

reducing friction at borders and

new partners to participate in the

longer will mean averages be used

help irradicate unwanted people

wider roll out in 2022.

for decommissioning a truck or for

The amount of data and insight that

But it doesn’t stop there. Not

trafficking. However, the integrity
and verification of all this data is key.

routine maintenance checks.

only can the technology optimise
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Imagine being able to accurately

BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY

predict the lifespan of each

of the past, compartments will be

Trader Services website: https://

component. Imagine if the actual

pre-chilled to the right temperature

digitaltraderservices.com/

optimal lifespan was six years and

before loading, saving on precious

3 months, not the mean average for

CO2 emitting fuel, energy generated

Kieran is a successful tech entrepreneur

that type of vehicle of five years? 15

by the axle will be stored in onboard

working with organisations to deliver

more months service effectively ‘free

batteries, smart pallet detection

positive economic change through

of charge’.

labels on goods will mean items

digital transformation. after spending

Imagine being able to retrofit

can be checked in and checked out,

almost two decades designing and

telemetry to seemingly redundant

automatically reducing rejection of

delivering enterprise security solutions

vehicles reaching the end of their

loads. Sensors will ensure human

for Government, Defence and Aerospace

effective use.

signatures are spotted immediately

clients, Kieran has been focusing on

and the right authorities are alerted

the benefits of Distributed Ledger

are significant. For instance,

in real-time – helping prevent future

Technologies (DLT) and blockchain

Manfreight, who purchase their

tragedies such as the Essex lorry

to support and enhance supply chain

refrigerated trailers from Schmitz

tragedy, while identifying criminal

security and digital asset management.

Cargobull, in the future will be

behaviour and rogue operators in

for the past six years, he has developed

able to access an online portal that

real time

and deployed commercial blockchain

The potential savings for operators

The future of supply chains is

gives them full visibility of every

solutions for global brands across

component in their smart trailers.

changing dramatically and before our

the food and beverage sector. an

This is made possible because

eyes. The benefits today are clear, but

established International speaker

Schmitz Cargobull manufacture 95%

the real opportunities in the future

Kieran has been recognised by Forbes,

of their smart refrigerated trailers

are only just being imagined.

Bloomberg, The Times and more

in-house, which enables them to truly

*Digital Trader Services (DTS) is a

understand the lifetime value of each

Fujitsu-led consortium that includes

thought leader in the development of

and every component.

ubloquity, Entopy and Schmitz

blockchain for asset identification and

Cargobull. Together the consortium

security. Kieran has begun work on

trailers will provide even more

is launching SmartFreight, an

identifying how emerging technologies

visibility, helping take needless and

end-to-end digital platform which

can be utilised to reduce operational

unworthy wagons and trailers off the

enables hauliers and suppliers to

complexities and challenges across the

road.

track and verify goods in transit,

enterprise to support frictionless trade.

In the near future, better equipped

Moving vehicles with only the odd
pallet on board will become a thing

recently TEDx as an innovator and

reducing time spent in customs. For
more information visit the Digital
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